CHARACTER AREA 05
CA05: Canal Basin & Maltings
Summary
This character area includes the surviving sections
of the Grantham Canal and its termination in the
town at a stone lined wharf (CA05a). The canal
has been filled in north of Earlesfield Lane, but
to the south remains as a waterway travelling
out beyond the A1 and connecting to the wider
canal network (CA05b). The shape and location
of the basin is clearly defined in plan but has
been filled and partially built upon by large
industrial buildings. The character area has seen
much change in the mid to late 20th century
and includes to the south the modern maltings
complex (CA05c).
This is the last working malting complex in
Grantham and the grain store is a prominent and
distinctive landmark on the Grantham skyline. The
building is a poignant reminder of Grantham’s
former industrial roots. There are three sub-areas
which reflect the scale of built form to each and their
differing roles in terms of reflecting the industrial
heritage of the town.

Context (including topography and views)
This character area lies to the west of the town
centre (CA01) and is bounded on its eastern edge
in part by the railway line. To the south-east are
the housing areas of Spittlegate (CA09), a mix of
periods and density, and to the west are the housing
areas of Earlesfield (CA10) a more consistent
medium to high density expansion of the town out
towards the A1. The character area follows the line
of the Grantham Canal and stretches out to the A1
where it skirts along the contour between CA09 and
CA10.
Most of the character area is on rising land some
gentle and some more steady. The higher points
are towards Dysart Road and this elevation reveals
well defined and focused views to the spire of St
Wulfram’s. To the southern section of sub-area
CA05b, the maltings grain silos are a prominent
landmark on the skyline and are seen from a
number of points within and across the character
area.

￼

Figure 8.5.01 CA05

Figure 8.5.02; Sections of canal which survive within
this character area have very high amenity value and
are important wildlife habitats
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Figure 8.5.03; View looking north along the surviving section of
canal to the southern part of the character area (CA05b)
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Figure 8.5.04; Figure Ground
and sub-areas for Character
Area 05
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Figure 8.5.05;
Townscape for
Character
Area 05
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Key characteristics

CA05b: Earlesfield Lane environs and Grantham
Canal

CA05a: Dysart Road and Old Wharf Road environs

Form/origins:
Formerly gas works in the 19th century now smaller
scale industrial units; manufacturing and warehouse
storage and distribution and car showroom

Form/origins:
Former canal basin for the Grantham Canal now
heavy industrial and retail warehouse area

Heritage assets:
Late 18th/early 19th century canal

Heritage assets:
Remnant survival of late 18th/early 19th century
canal and canal basin likely

Topography:
Gently sloping landform from west to east down to
Mow Beck

Topography:
Steadily rising land to west, flattened to former canal
area and Mow Beck

Plots:
Small to medium-sized irregular plots

Plots:
Large and very large irregular plots

Building lines:
Irregular and dictated by access roads

Building lines:
Irregular but loosely defined by access roads

Materials:
Profile metal, asbestos and cement sheeting, brick
plinths, wall material often used for roofing as well,
some curtain wall glazing

Materials:
Profile metal, asbestos and cement sheeting, brick
plinths, wall material often used for roofing as well

Scale:
Modest industrial scale buildings equivalent to a
maximum two storey domestic height

Scale:
Industrial scale, generally equivalent to two to three
domestic storey heights
Uses:
Manufacturing, heavy industrial to the former canal
basin, storage, office, leisure and retail to Dysart
Road
Trees and greenspaces:
Very few trees or hedges
Public realm:
Wide road and pavement to Dysart Road, otherwise
minimal attention to the public realm

Figure 8.5.06 and Figure 8.5.07; The canal is an
important water-based wildlife habitat and local
amenity

Access and connectivity:
Relatively poor connectivity due to uses; lack of
public rights of way. The mainline railway is a
significant barrier to connectivity to the east
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Uses:
Low key industrial manufacturing, warehouse
storage and distribution, some office
accommodation and car showroom
Trees and greenspaces:
Some trees to boundaries and to the canal side,
open greenspace to the north of Trent Road, further
greenspace along the length of the canal to the A1
Public realm:
Grass verges and some street trees to main roads
and industrial estate access roads		

Figure 8.5.08; Views into and across industrial and commercial sites within CA05

Access and connectivity:
Good access but poor connectivity within industrial
areas due to single point access roads and limited
public rights of way

CA05c: Grantham maltings
Form/origins:
Formerly open fields now modern Maltings complex
Heritage assets:
No above ground heritage assets present
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Topography:
Flat low lying ground
Plots:
Large and irregular
Building lines:
Irregular and based on former field boundaries

Figure 8.5.09; A view of the spire of St Wulfram’s from derelict land adjacent to Dysart Road
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Materials:
Stock bricks; reds and buff colours, reinforced
concrete panels and frames, profile metal roofs,
some modern pantiles.
Scale:
Significant variation in scale from two to the
equivalent of approximately eleven storeys (grain
store)
Uses:
Maltings, Magistrates Court and small industrial
units and wholesale retail units
Trees and greenspaces:
Trees lining boundary to Springfield Road
Public realm:
Wide roads and pavements with grass verges and
street trees in places		
Access and connectivity:
Limited connectivity through sites due to uses
but good access and connectivity around sites
particularly for vehicular traffic

Overview of character area CA05
Grain/density/plot coverage
The character area is generally developed to a
coarse grain with a mix of mostly medium, large
and very large industrial units (with some retail
warehouse type buildings). Buildings tend to fill the
plot with any remaining space taken up by parking
and/or storage of materials, vehicles or both.
The density varies but buildings tend to be grouped.
Within these groups development is to a medium to
high density.
There is very little consistency to plot layout other
than the desire to follow the contours to the steeper
sections of the character area and where an access
road has dictated a building line to smaller groups,
for example those to Hollis’ Road.

Uses
The area is a mix of light and heavy industrial uses
(for example, large steel component manufacturers),
some warehouse and distribution and some
wholesale distribution. To Dysart Road there is a
series of out-of-town type retail outlets and there is a
car showroom to Harlaxton Road.
Sub-area CA05c has the most unlikely pairing
of uses with the Magistrates Courts and the fully
functioning maltings adjacent to each other on the
Harlaxton Road, backing onto Springfield Road.
The maltings is the only example in the town of a
once common industrial process, but unlike the
relatively modest maltings found dating from the
19th century, is on a major regional industrial scale.
Building types
Most buildings within this character area are
purpose built open plan sheds on steel frames,

Scale
The scale of built form within the character area is
industrial in its character but varies dramatically.
There is a larger massing and scale of buildings to
CA05a where some very large footprint units can
reach a height of approximately the equivalent of
up to three storeys in a domestic dwelling. CA05b
is more consistently low level units with very low roof
pitches and buildings rarely rising more than the
domestic equivalent of two storeys.
CA05c is exceptional in terms of the scale of
buildings as the sub-area includes the landmark
maltings, which includes a building which rises to
approximately 11 storeys. This rectangular plan
building dominates the immediate skyline and can
be glimpsed in extended views across the town.
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Figure 8.5.10; View from the Canal Basin site towards
housing in Earlesfield (CA10)

Figure 8.5.11; Materials, colours and texture; both natural and man-made, found
within CA05

usually but not always with brick plinths. Some have
an office element built into them or bolted onto an
elevation. These may occasionally use different
materials to distinguish their use.
Due to the very wide span of many of these building
frames, roofs will be very low pitches or flat roofs,
and sometimes a series of pitched roofs will make
up a single building.
Most buildings sit within an immediate setting of a
car park or storage area.
The maltings is a distinctive and highly functional
group of buildings distinguished by the scale and

height of the complex. The industrial processes
are stacked with grain entering at the top and
proceeding down through layers of differing
processes to emerge at the base as a product for the
brewing industry.
Architectural qualities
Buildings within this character area are highly
functional and have very limited architectural
expression or detailing. The exception to this is
the recently completed timber clad headquarters
of the Woodland Trust designed by Fielden Clegg
Bradley Studios. The new building houses a staff
base of 200 people and is a highly innovative
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and sustainable building which has achieved a
BREEAM Excellent rating. It responds to its tight site
by wrapping around in plan to form a courtyard
with the building stepping down to take maximum
advantage of natural energy from the sun’s path.

Figure 8.5.12; Colour palette
CA05 ac

CA05 b

Heritage Assets (including designations)
Remnant survival of the canal and canal basin are
of very high local significance and could form the
basis of a waterside regeneration scheme for this
part of the town. It is not clear how much of the
canal basin survives but given the general robust
and highly engineered nature of canal construction
it is unlikely this was removed but rather filled in and
surface finished.
Materials and colour palette
Most buildings are steel-framed with some form
of cladding. This is usually profile metal sheeting,
with cement/asbestos mixed fibre sheeting to older
buildings. The walling materials are often repeated
for the roof. There are occasional brick plinths and
some gables will be brick, usually a stock brick in
various colours red, buff and multi-bricks.
The Woodland Trust building is timber clad set
vertically with aluminium windows.
Colour palette
The canal with associated vegetation sits between
residential and industrial areas. The palette of
the canal draws in the colours of the surrounding
Lincolnshire landscape.

Public Realm
The public realm is generally adequate in relation to
the uses within the character area. Main roads and
some access roads to industrial units (Hollis’ Road
for example) have grass verges and some roads
have street trees which adds to the quality of the
public realm.

and links (along with Trent and Earlesfield Roads)
the residential suburbs to the town centre through
the character area. Pedestrian routes are largely
restricted to these busy roads and due to the nature
of the uses routes into industrial areas are single
entry and exit.
Open space

Connectivity

There are some reasonably large areas of open
space largely related to the industrial units they
Earlesfield Road and Trent Road are important and
surround and usually laid over to parking and/or
busy links across this character area. Dysart Road is
storage or vehicles or raw materials. There are also
an important vehicular traffic route to and from town
a number of grass covered greenspaces, generally
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used for recreation and dog-walking. The canal has • Loss of the canal and the lack of recognition of its
a green corridor associated with the former towimportance or former role (no interpretation)
path and is, in parts, an attractive and well-used
• Lack of townscape definition to Dysart Road, a
amenity space.
very poorly defined approach to the town
Biodiversity
The canal is an important waterway and green
corridor which is a welcome relief from the
industrial uses which line the eastern side of this
amenity space. The canal also links a series of
open greenspaces which are found between small
and larger groups of industrial units. There are
some individual broadleaf trees and tree groups
to be found between major industrial sites and to
boundaries between units but these are limited.
Condition
Some of the character area is in a poor condition
and areas have a neglected and in places semiderelict appearance with abandoned buildings and
overgrown spaces.

Key Design Principles (general)
• Improvement in the material specification and
architectural quality of new buildings
•R
 einforcement of Dysart Road by bringing the
building line forward and creating a more active
frontage
•T
 ree planting to streets to reinforce the street
where building line is absent/irregular
•H
 ard and soft landscaping to present and
proposed parking areas to include re-definition of
boundaries and softening of the utilitarian setting
of most buildings
Intervention –including identification of
potential sites for change

Ownership
Largely in private ownership with a series of smaller General recommendations
freeholders rather than a large single landlord.
• Secure the future potential for the canal basin site
Land owners include the Local Authority, Lincolnshire
by including its potential redevelopment within the
County Council and British Waterways.
Area Action Plan with a clear development brief
Negative qualities of the area

Specific sites

• General underuse of some parts of the area

Grantham Canal Basin site (see Figs. 8.5.15 &
8.5.16 and Appendix E)

• L ow quality of much of the building stock with very
little attention to high quality materials or use of
colour or material variation to enliven built form

The character area, with the exception of the
maltings and Magistrates Courts to the south of
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Figure 8.5.13; General form and scale of building to
CA05

Harlaxton Road (CA05c), forms part of the Canal
Basin Vision work (February 2010). This has been
undertaken by Ekogen on behalf of South Kesteven
District Council and Lincolnshire County Council.
The following plans and birds-eye view sketches
shown are indicative but build on the work of the
Vision report providing a starting point for thinking
about how these important sites might be dealt with
in the future.
Above all, the regeneration of the canal basin
should be heritage led. The existing canal and
former wharf are highly likely to survive substantially
in-tact given their generally robust construction. In
most cases these features have been filled rather
than removed. Taking this to be the case, the
reinstatement of the waterway to its former layout
should be the starting point for regeneration of the
site.

Figure 8.5.15 Existing and proposed for the Canal Basin site (Illustrative
only)

The following are key design drivers and principles
relating to the potential development of the canal
basin site:
Positive Aspects
• ‘Green corridor’ along remnant canal in south of
area

boundary

standard for sustainable design and placemaking

•P
 otential for placemaking, heritage and leisure in
reopening canal basin

•F
 ormer tannery building and new housing nearby
offer layout potential

•P
 roximity to town centre and rail station (within
400m)

• Retain employment area in south of site

• Greenspace in centre of area (playing field)

•G
 entle contours from north-west corner creating
views and interest

• Brook and line of trees along most of eastern

• Woodland Trust building (opened 2010) sets high
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• Visibility from railway
Negative Aspects
• Poor frontage along Dysart Road

Figure 8.5.16; Indicative perspective view of the potential
regeneration of the Canal Basin site (CA05). The scheme would
be based on the principle of re-instating the original line of the
canal and using this as a focal point for mixed use and residential
development. (Please see Appendix E for baseline analysis of the
Canal Basin site)
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• Low headroom bridges, especially Wharf Road
• Boundary environment with retail units

Limits to Growth

•G
 enerally poor existing layout and space
utilisation

There is significant opportunity for heritage
regeneration led growth within this part of the
town. The Canal Basin Site offers the opportunity
to provide high-density sustainable development
close to the town centre. Potential limits to growth
may include environmental issues such as flooding
(although this is considered to be limited) and the
challenge of relocating existing businesses on the
site in an effective manner to avoid the loss of jobs
to the local economy and to facilitate/accelerate
land assembly.

• General low visibility and perception of the area
•C
 hallenges in reopening of canal and raising
headroom on two existing bridges (should be
offset by realising major development potential)
Design Objectives
•C
 reate an attractive mixed use place at the
opened up canal and basin
•C
 reate a coherent and active frontage along
Dysart Road
•C
 reate an enterprise ‘place’ centred on the
Woodland Trust headquarters
•C
 reate a large green square around 3 sides of the
existing greenspace
• Create a series of ‘character areas’/home zones
•U
 se a palette of appropriate colours to aid local
distinctiveness
•C
 reate a coherent network of streets connecting
all parts of the development, all designed for
20mph maximum speeds and walk/cycle routes

Figure 8.5.17; Existing green corridor of canal running
through CA05

•C
 reate a range of density from higher in the north
to lower in the south
•C
 reate housing blocks which optimise the
advantages of orientation for solar energy
•C
 reate a green canalside walk through the
development and a park at the south end
• Use changes in level to absorb ‘parking houses’
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Figure 8.5.18; Colour palette recommendations CA05a
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Figure 8.5.19; Colour palette recommendations CA05b
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